SAFETY ALERT

Working with forklifts
The purpose of this alert is to remind forklift users of the inherent dangers of
using a forklift.
Background
WorkCover recently responded to two incidents where, in each incident, a worker was injured while a load was being
shifted nearby with a forklift.
In the first incident, a worker received crush injuries when chains used to suspend the load slipped off the tines,
causing the load to fall.
In the second incident, while attempting to place a heavy concrete pit onto a rack with a forklift, the pit toppled
onto a worker.

Contributing factors
Investigations are continuing. However, in both incidents, the procedures for lifting, transporting and lowering the load did
not ensure the stability of the load at all times. Also, other workers near the forklift were not safely positioned.

Action required
Employers and workers who operate forklifts should note the following:

•• Employers must ensure that plant is safe when properly used. They also must develop and implement safe

systems of work and ensure that employees are provided with the information, instruction, training and supervision
that’s required to ensure their health and safety at work.

•• Forklift operators must be trained and hold a relevant license. They also must be competent at operating the fork
lift in the environments in which they are required to work.

•• Before lifting a load, the weight, size, shape and composition of a load should be considered, along with the

terrain that the forklift will be travelling over. Loads must only be lifted, carried and stored in a manner that ensures
stability at all times.

•• When carrying loads, avoid sudden or heavy braking that could cause the load to slide forwards.
•• Employers must provide appropriate equipment to lift and transport loads, which for forklifts could mean using

specially designed attachments when the tines alone are not suitable. However, attachments must only be used
if such use is allowed by the manufacturer. Load rating for the combined use of the attachment with the forklift
should be prominently displayed.

•• Slip on attachments should be secured to prevent accidental disengagement from the supporting tines. Do not
sling loads from tines, as there may be a risk of the sling sliding off the tines. If necessary (and allowed by the
manufacturer), use a jib or other specifically designed attachment to carry underslung loads.

•• Employers must implement controls to prevent forklifts colliding with pedestrians or other mobile plant. These

could include traffic management plans, signage, proximity warning devices, ‘no-go’ and ‘pedestrian only’ areas,
site layout, using safely positioned spotters and other similar measures.
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•• Forklifts have numerous blind spots, especially if the carried load obstructs forward view. Operators should ensure
other persons are excluded from the area or, where this is not reasonable practicable, remain in view at all times.
Workers in the vicinity of operating forklifts should position themselves to be visible by the driver and remain clear
of the travel path.

Further information
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Forklift safety – reducing the risks (Catalogue no. WC02989)
Guide: forklift truck drivers (Catalogue no. WC00007)
Checklist: Making your forklift work for you (Catalogue no. WC00215)
Forklift truck: National certificate of competency assessment instrument (Catalogue no. WC00865)
Moving plant on construction sites code of practice (Catalogue no. WC01310)
Australian Standard AS2359.2-1985 SAA Industrial Truck Code, Part 2 – Operation
Visit workcover.nsw.gov.au or phone 13 10 50

This alert contains safety information made by WorkCover NSW about an incident or unsafe practice. The information contained in this alert does not necessarily include
the outcome of WorkCover’s response to an incident or unsafe practice. WorkCover NSW does not warrant that the information in this alert is complete or up-to-date and
does not accept any liability to any person because of the alert’s information or its use.

Disclaimer
This publication may contain work health and safety and workers compensation information. It may include some of your obligations under the various legislations that
WorkCover NSW administers. To ensure you comply with your legal obligations you must refer to the appropriate legislation.
Information on the latest laws can be checked by visiting the NSW legislation website (www.legislation.nsw.gov.au).
This publication does not represent a comprehensive statement of the law as it applies to particular problems or to individuals or as a substitute for legal advice.
You should seek independent legal advice if you need assistance on the application of the law to your situation.
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